
 

 

Parents in 

Partnership 

Year 3 2018: Autumn Week 

Hand out date: 12th November. Due in: 19th November. 

Spellings 
Horribly 

Simply 

Gently 

Possibly 

Comfortably 

These are the spellings that are 
linked to our -ly rule that we 
have been looking at this term. 
The other 5 spellings are on 
the list in the yellow spelling 
books! Please feel free to 
practice the spellings in this 
book. You can write in them! 
Can you write it backwards? 
Tiny? Giant? Like a robot? 

Topic:  

We are carrying on with 
the Iron Man. Over the 
next few weeks, can you 
design your own Iron 
Man or Woman. Please 
draw it and use arrows 
to explain different 
features. For Example, 
from the story: a head 
shaped like a dustbin. 

English 

This week, we are going to 

continue to look at Newspaper 

Articles.  

Could you come up with a 

headline and write the first 

paragraph with the 4 W’s 

(When, Where, What and Who) 

for a newspaper article about 

Little Red Riding Hood OR the 

Three Little Pigs.  

Remember headlines are: short, 

snappy, hook the reader in and 

may contain alliteration, 

repetition or speech.  

Remember the first paragraph 

is: not a story, contains for the 

4 W’s, isn’t too long, gives key 

information.  

 

Maths:  
Choose either 1, 2 or 3 star. Use the column method: 
 
342 + 249=   546 +269=   532 + 569= 
503 + 259=   234 + 287=   452 + 759= 
417 + 226=   364 + 269=   234 + 982= 
753 + 182=   784 + 199=   429 + 629= 
328 + 428=   359 + 276=   359 + 777= 

Times Tables:  

3/4/8 times tables 

are our focus. If you 

feel confident, try 

the 6,7,9 x tables! 

Extreme Reading/ Caught Writing 

Challenge: Can you 

teach someone at 

home how to do the 

contracted method 

with the ‘don’t forget 

me step’. 


